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River Boyne

river boyne - Wikipedia

The River Expresses Flow and Releases Light!

I love the way WomanSpirit directs insight and offers the “bridge” each month.  This bridge
did not come through a dream, it came through the research of my Father’s last name.  I was “hit”
by intuitive energy while reading of my ancestry, and then drawn into a meditation with
WomanSpirit.  During that time with Her, She led be down the River Boyne (a part of my history)
and began to reveal it as a “bridge” for the  connection between Oak and Holly.  

Well, you all know me and my questioning mind.  I wondered first, “Why a river?  Where
is the tree?”  Then I questioned why this river? I recognize its association to Elder’s time of the year
and I did not see any connection to Holly.  Oh, pitiful me.  Will I ever remember all SHE has taught
me and what She has been doing with the bridges this year. So simple, so wise. WomanSpirit reveals
the bridges through an unfolding and continuous wisdom.  
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The Goddess and the River Boyne noted in the Elder time is the Active field of Jupiteranu. 
OMG!  Did I not share Jupiteranu’s wisdom in the Oak card?  And why wouldn’t the fiery energy
of Jupiteranu be connecting us to the Fire of Holly, yet in the watery element that is still present
during the New Moon as Oak?  Why not be aware there is more alchemical vibrations for all of us
to use?  It is always available to us.  We have to remember and use it.  Of course, I let myself flow
on the River Boyne and learn from WomanSpirit what the bridge is all about for this month.

The River Boyne is very important to the Celts of Ireland; and thus to everyone.  It is a River
of Healing!  Remember the sacred healing symbol on the forehead of Oak; the mistletoe–the All
Heal herb?  We can all use this healing energy.  June carried harsh fields of energy to
experience (as well as the good).

The Boyne is also a river of Bounty, and when we are in the realm of Holly, the Festival of
Lammas is the First Harvest Celebration, honoring the bounty of the land and the blessings of the
Goddess.  Thus, the river seen as providing blessings of fertility that allow for the continuance of the
bounty of life in all measure is symbolic for this time of year.  It is from this great River that Salmon
are plenty, and thus more “bounty,” and the great power of “wisdom” is given.

In the gift of this bridge of water is the message of Flow, Release, and Light.  These offer us
more to consider as we enter this bridge of Oak-to-Holly.  Think of entering a river that is
meandering.  Perhaps you are in an inner-tube or a comfortable raft that will gently carry you along
the movement of the river.  The gift is to realize WomanSpirit is calling us to get out of the mayhem
of activity, anxiousness, and “what’s next?” energy.  As we can note with the essence of
Elder/Jupiteranu, we are called to go with the flow of the river, enter a quiet time; it is the time to
release tension, mental pandemonium, emotional uproar, and any turmoil of the day, year, etc.  As
we do that, the “River” will reflect the Light of Truth, Benevolence, and perhaps, even Higher
Beliefs we carry within!  Let’s do it and let’s let the Goddess of this River help.  The Great Sun
Light Will Emerge!

 Know from the rivers in clefts and in crevices: those in
small channels flow noisily...the great flow silent.

Whatever’s not full makes noise. Whatever is full is quiet . 
 – Buddha Quotes
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Pinterest

Boann 
Goddess of the River

This Goddess has much to offer us as she guides us along the river.  She is a “Giver of Life.” 
We might see her association in the card of Oak as the pregnant mother.  She is also considered to
have a different name in the “Otherworld,” and that is Fintan.  As Fintan, she was known as the One
Eyed Salmon of Wisdom.  Wisdom is also noted in the Oak card via the book that is open and ready
to read with one page carrying the K and the other the C.  She also carries the wisdom of the
Hazelnut (the essence of energy will connect to the lunar cycle right after Holly).

Boann is a giver of wisdom, but calls one to gather the knowledge by walking counter-
clockwise around the stones of a well that reap its water from the River Boyne.  This act of
Widdershins walking (counter-clockwise) brings to mind the first years of working with
WomanSpirit.  To work within Her circle of wisdom, I was called to set sacred circles via counter-
clockwise for the first few years.  I remember how I felt it was strange; yet directed to do so, I did. 
When releasing the Wisdom with a true intent, it gushes (as it did for Boann).
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Boann’s gifts also to provide the Spirit of Wisdom to flow with poetry, intuitive insight, and
the blessings of healing.  In the blessings of wisdom-gathering through her directions, one can also
obtain wealth, empowerment, and the continual inspiration guided by the Spirit of one’s Soul.

Boann is associated with many different energy fields.  She is part of the Tuatha (the
underworld beings), love and marriage (married to at least 3 different men).  Growth and Harvest
(we see the first harvest in Holly’s time).  Health, Life, and even Death, is also a part of her energetic
assistance.  Thus, she is one who aids all in traveling through different stages of life.  As the Goddess
of the River, we can surely recognize the wisdom of the many energy fields as a River is a mystical
symbol of our journey through life.  She is the Goddess of the River of Life; aiding each of us to
understand the flow of our life.

How is Boann aiding you in your journey through life as you cross the bridge during this
lunar Cycle, and during the challenges, changes, and rewards of your life?

 

 

Bridging times: At New Moon, the Sun and Moon are in the Sign of Oak/Cancer.  The Moon enters
Leo at 6:20:55 MDT on July 10th.  The Sun enters Leo on July 22nd at 8:50 a.m.
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From Template To Conscious Living
We are the Consort of the Living Tree

Expressing Flow and Releasing Light!
The Path of Self Dominion!

Holly Is the Foundation of Our Spiritual Center Point for this Lunar Month.

Within the energy field of Holly is the Law of Self Dominion.  As we merge into
the energy of flow and release what we cannot control, we enter the realm of
Light.  To do so requires our commitment on many different levels that will
guide us to the Path of Self Dominion–the power to live as a Sovereign Being.

When we honor this commitment, we move into the
power of flow!

Now is the time to ask ourselves where we might need the most attention to commit to so we may
release the fields of energy that are blocking our flow.  Is it in our emotional, mental, physical, or
ego field?  They are all so intertwined, perhaps it is in all of these areas.  Now is the time to ponder
where to begin and to ask ourselves if we are willing to let go and allow the release to occur?

The peacock feathers represent eyes, thus, let us use our inner eyes
(subconscious/unconscious awareness) and our outer eyes (conscious awareness) to take time to
look, listen, feel, and chose to release what is keeping us from the flow and allowing a higher light
from within to brighten the awareness of the River of Life we are experiencing.  Where there are
challenges, let us take dominion and become creative in releasing the rocks that stop the flow. 
Where there is flow, let us relax on the inner tube and release the inner light allowing a deeper, yet
higher guidance to occur.  Let us reap the wisdom and bounty that is ours to experience right here
and right now.

What mysteries can we uncover in the Holly card to guide us through the River of Life?
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What are other Qualities of the Foundation of Holly?

1) Holly holds court on a branch/path within the Tree of Life. 

It is Teth y.  It is the Yellow path between Chesed/Mercy

(Blue Sphere) and Geburah/Severity (Red Sphere).  The
shape of this letter is similar to a snake.  The snake is often
a feared messenger; often seen as dangerous.  Yet, it
represents empowerment and the blessings of releasing the
Grace of Source.  For when we shed the old skin of
limitation caused by old memories, we actually reveal who
we truly are—Source. 

The Path of Teth is a balancer of Mercy and Severity...the
Giver and the Taker, if you will.  What Mercy builds up,
Severity will break down and refine.  What is too much (Mercy), will be tempered
(Severity) and set into a balance for the Higher Consciousness of the Soul to use in
developing its world of Matter.  All of this helps the individual take command, or
Self Dominion.

2) The power of the Hebrew Letter of Teth is the rise of spiritual awareness.  We do this
by bowing to our higher nature and recognizing the Divine Essence within.  By doing
so, we let go of the false belief we have carried and reveal Truth.  Thus, the Divine
Will is Lived. 

3) Teth in Tarot is known as the Strength Card.  The woman has her hands in the mouth
of the Lion revealing how she has tamed the beast of the raging lower ego.  As the
lower ego is tamed, fortitude to live one’s life through the higher states of
consciousness is given (Infinity Sign over the woman’s head).  One Rules their life
as a Sovereign of their own existence.

4) Teth/Holly is noted in Astrology as Leo.  We all know this as a sign of one who must
rule as the Queen or King of their domain.  It is also a sign of a creator, one who
loves to play, love, and bring light to those around them.  They must, indeed, find
Love of Self as the precursor to their own Sovereignty and ability to create the
greatest harmony in their life.  

5) The Holly card of the Faces of WomanSpirit deck reveals many secrets.  The peacock
feathers are more than just our inner eye, they are representative of the Many Eyed
Ones, and Order of Angels from the Realm of Binah. These angels help us see what
we seem not to be able to recognize. We see 3 woman tied together by a rope.  They
represent the power of commitment to our spiritual path for at least a year and a day.
They also represent any commitment in our life.  This power of commitment is a
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diligent, very conscious act each day. After a year of pure commitment, we are wiser
and know if what we are committed to is truly for our highest good.  We see the
White Horse come out of the dimensions, a revealer of the Sacred Wisdom (Goddess
Epona).  The Dove on the Ground reminds us that the Holy Spirit is here, not
somewhere out there where we cannot know of it until we leave this Earth plane
consciousness.  The Lion is the power, the strength, the sovereignty we have within
us.  The dog represents the taming of our lower instincts.  The Pyramid, Square, and
Circle represent Sacred Law, Human Law, and Natural Law; they are all experienced
in the very present moment.

Let’s meet the Consort of Holly!

Suil - Consort of Holly

Last month we journeyed with the Moon.  This month the Light
emerges as the Suil/Sun actively releases the power of Holly.

Suil’s rays emits the Law of Regeneration.  What all is being
regenerated?  The Divine.  Our Higher Self.  The Nature of living, growing,
and developing the powers of our consciousness, feelings/intuition; all of our
senses are being regenerated.  

What are other Qualities Suil offers?

1) The Hebrew Letter of Suil/Sun is Resh, r.  It translates as

“The Front Part of the Head.”  It means to be “conscious,
aware.”  To be truly aware is to be “of the Light.”  

2) Resh holds court in two places.  It is a ray of light in the
Fourth World of Tiphareth/Beauty (Yellow Sphere).  It is the
active energy of our Higher Self.   With the Universal Law of
Regeneration, the inner quality of our Higher Self is always
regenerating its light.  
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The second position Resh emits its light is within the Triad of the Soul.  It merges
from the Orange Sphere of Hod/Splendor to the Purple Sphere of Yesod/Foundation. 
It is a reminder that our Higher Self is nestled in our Soul Consciousness and we
need only tap into our intuitive levels to reach this sacred essence of our self.  We
most certainly must let go of the lower ego and rise into a higher knowing of who we
are.  This Light of Source guides us to Spirit-Soul-Self Knowing.

3) The Tarot Card associated with the Suil-Sun is the Sun. The brilliant light of the Sun
is predominant in this card.  It reveals the blessings of the Highest Manifestation
occurring.  The Divine Self is recognized, embodied, Holy, Oneness.    There is the
innocence of the two children, Yin-Yang, fertility-sterility.  Opposites yet unifying 
and producing.  They also represent a New World.  The Sunflowers are the symbols
of the Four Worlds, and also our senses, nature, and life regenerating.   There is
another flower to bloom; another sense, another world.   This is but a limited view;
yet something to ponder in this lunar cycle.

6) The Faces of WomanSpirit card reveals the Sun with the rays looking much like a
fish.  It is so.  The Sun rising from the Great Ocean of Consciousness to Reveal the
True Light of our Divine Self.   Sunflowers are also seen in this card and reveal the
same messages as the Tarot card.  We see a chariot in this card as well, yet know one
is in it.  Why?  We are allowing our Spirit-Soul guide us.  Through this guidance we
have True Empowerment, Strength, Courage, and Knowing.  We do not see buildings
or even pathways in this card.  Why not?  Because we are in a state of knowing that
manifestations occur as needed in the moment.  Spirit-Soul guides and has our
personal “back” (Eagle behind the chariot).  We will be quite prolific (rabbits and
gold fish).  We will constantly regenerate all that we need: health, vitality, income,
joy, love, life at all measure.  We simply need to let go and allow.

7) Of course, in Astrology, Suil/Sun is the light in the sky we call the Sun.   The Sun
rules Holly/Leo. This is considered the Highest Nature of our self, or the ego in
action (often the lower ego).  Within the quest of life, it is our soul intention to
achieve the Avatar (Christed, Buddhistic,) nature of Self and the Sun is the impulse-
energy that guides us on this path.  As it rules Holly/Leo, it is the call to regenerate
the true self via the agent of Self Love in the action of Self Dominion.   

Once again I offer the wisdom of what occurs without a consort.  In this reality, without
the consort of Suil, Holly will not express the power of self love, utilize the creative quest to
uncover our talents, nor join in the blessings of Self Dominion.  In fact, one may become
demanding and perpetuate the idea that others need to serve them and take actions to bring the
them what they want.  In truth, there will be no sovereignty, no calm, confidence, or fortitude in
the journey through life. What else might you find with the union or separation of the consort?
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May the Light Within shine brightly and guide everything you do.  May you meander down
the reflective river of light.  May you also enjoy the celebration of Lamas this month.

Warm blessings and love,

Katherine

Rev. Katherine Bell, PhD, DD

~Lunar Phases of Holly

New Moon - July 9
Crescent Moon - July 12

First Quarter Moon - July 16
Gibbous Moon - July 19

Full Moon -July 23 8:36:44 pm MDT 
(Sun Leo/Moon Leo)

Disseminating Moon - July 26
Last Quarter - July 30

Balsamic Moon - August 4
New Moon of Hazel (yes she stands alone)

~Aug 8 7:50 a.m MDT

Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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